
Spectacularly located on the western shore of Yangcheng Lake Peninsula in historic Suzhou, 
Suzhou Village, a member of The Bicester Village Shopping Collection, is a unique fusion of Venetian 
and artisanal Chinese architectural influences. Here 100 boutiques of leading international and 
Asian brands offer exceptional savings of up to 80% on the recommended retail price, all year 
round. Unwind at one of the restaurants and cafés offering Asian and international cuisine and 
take in the Village’s art installations and events on show throughout the year for a perfect day out.

For a unique shopping experience, KTC and Suzhou Village have prepared the following extraordinary 
benefits for you:

 ∙ Silk Studio: 60% off the price of painting your own folded fan, and a ‘Buy 500 Save 100’ coupon*

 ∙ Chuang x Yi  [Made by China] : 10% off on selected merchandise‡

 ∙ Welcome Pack with map and a branded gift

 ∙ A gift made by a Chinese designer when you spend more than 3,000 RMB in the Village

To claim any of this benefits, guests must present the invitation (printed or digital version), their 
bank card and a valid ID at the Guest Welcome Centre in Suzhou Village. This invitation is valid from 

24 April to 24 July 2019. This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.

To find out more about Suzhou Village, visit SuzhouVillage.com

*Silk Studio, tucked away in a building with the cultural characteristics of a classic Shanghai house on Avenue Steichen Street, is not just a regular silk store. In addition to selling exquisite handmade silk products, Silk Studio is also 
dedicated to reviving traditional Chinese craftsmanship and educating its visitors about the fine art of silk crafts by providing tourists with hand-painted silk scarves, grass wood dyeing and other experiences. Here you can experience 
at first hand the history and cultural heritage of Chinese silk through personalised study and practice.
‡Located on Boulevard Russolo, MADE BY CHINA boasts a unique hybrid aesthetic – beyond its European exterior lies a new style of Shanghai. Designed by Shanghai-based Lukstudio Zhi Design Studio, MADE BY CHINA is a cutting-
edge visual presentation of the collision between Eastern and Western culture. As a boutique, MADE BY CHINA showcases the works of 17 local designers, whose creations are inspired by different aesthetics. Rich and colourful, they 
showcase the essence of contemporary Chinese fashion from different angles. Terms and conditions apply. © 2019 Copyright licensed to TBVSC LLC 06/19 4836
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